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This Article contains the following typographical errors in the reference citations.

In the Discussion section,

"To understand the adaptive significance of interactional synchrony and its relevance to empathy^39^ in chimpanzees, our future study will also investigate pairs of unrelated chimpanzees with a range of social relationships."

should read:

"To understand the adaptive significance of interactional synchrony and its relevance to empathy^30^ in chimpanzees, our future study will also investigate pairs of unrelated chimpanzees with a range of social relationships."

In the Methods section under the subheading 'Participants',

"They lived together with nine other chimpanzees in an enriched outdoor compound with attached indoor residences^30^."

should read:

"They lived together with nine other chimpanzees in an enriched outdoor compound with attached indoor residences^31^."

And lastly, "All chimpanzees had extensive experience with cognitive tasks using a touch screen^23^ and some of the experiments included auditory cues as a discriminative stimulus^31,32,33^. Studies on social interactions between chimpanzees have also been conducted under various experimental setups^34,35,36,37,38^."

should read:

"All chimpanzees had extensive experience with cognitive tasks using a touch screen^23^ and some of the experiments included auditory cues as a discriminative stimulus^32,33,34^. Studies on social interactions between chimpanzees have also been conducted under various experimental setups^35,36,37,38,39^."
